
How To Build On Mars!



                             Background Information:

    Our planet is becoming crowded.  Scientists have been looking for solutions.  One of the possibilities is 
living on another planet.  A planet that has been explored is Mars.  To live on Mars, we would need food, 
shelter, and breathable air.  We will be focusing on exploring shelter, specifically, if the ground cover of 
Mars can be used to construct places to shelter on Mars.  

     Transporting all building materials from Earth to Mars is expensive, so scientists try to turn materials 
that are available on Mars into construction materials.  One of those materials in Martian regolith, the 
loose rocky material that covers Mars’ surface.  The first requirement for construction material is that it is 
strong so it holds the weight of the building.

     Earth is protected by a thick atmosphere and a magnetic field.  Mars does not have the same level of 
protection.  It is also further away from the sun, so it is much colder.  The average temperature on Mars is 
-81 degrees f.  Building materials would have to withstand these frigid temperatures.  Mars also gets 
bombarded by cosmic radiation.  Earth’s magnetic field protects us from this, but Mars’ does not have a 
magnetic field, so construction would have to withstand these radiation levels also.



Background information (con.)

     How can regolith, a powdery substance, be used to form construction 
material?  Scientists think that specific polymers can be used as glue to 
hold regolith together.  Polymers are very long molecules that consist of 
repetitive units.  Plastic and school glue are both polymers.  Scientists have 
had promising results; they have been able to make strong, 
weather-resistant construction materials that are an effective shield against 
cosmic radiation.

     Martian regolith is not available on Earth, but a similar type of regolith 
can be found on Earth.  Scientists use this Mars regolith simulant in their 
studies.  We are using this in our experiment. 



                                        Purpose:

   We will compare the strength of bricks made from coarse 
regolith to those made of fine regolith.  We are looking into 
the possibility of construction materials that can be used 
on Mars.



                                     Question:
Which type of regolith will make the 
strongest bricks, and why?



                                     Hypothesis:
 Two students thought that the fine coarse regolith would be 
stronger bricks because smaller particles would compact together 
better than the larger particles in the coarse regolith.  One student 
thought that the coarse regolith would be the strongest because the 
particles were larger and heavier.



                                      Materials:

● Mojave Mars Simulant ½ kg. Coarse and ½ kg fine, available from The 
Martian Garden.

● School Glue
● Tablespoon
● Plastic spoons
● Disposable cups
● Mini loaf pans
● Paper liners for the pan
● Hard surface on which to drop the bricks
● Scale that can weigh grams



                         Notes on Mars Regolith Simulant:

Mojave Mars Simulant (MMS-1) was developed by NASA and JPL scientists to test the Mars 
Phoenix lander.  MMS was designed to more closely simulate the surface of Mars than other 
Mars regolith simulants, especially when in contact with water.

Composition:
Compound MMS-1 Mars

Silica 49% 44%

Iron Oxide 11% 18%

Aluminum Oxide 17% 9%

Calcium Oxide 10% 6%

Magnesium Oxide 6% 7%

Sulfate <1% 6%

Trace 6% 11%



                                   Procedure:
1.  Place the liners in the baking pan.
2. Pour the following ingredients in a cup, in the order listed.
● 3 Tablespoons (Tbsp.) of coarse regolith
● 2 Tbsp. of glue
3. Mix with a disposable spoon until regolith is wet and well-mixed.
4. Mix in another 2 Tbsp. of coarse regolith.
5. If your mixture does not hold its form, add more regolith until it holds its shape and 

does not spread.
6. Divide the contents between 2 mini-loaves, spooning the content into the liners.
7. Use your spoon to press the contents in the pan, flattening the top surface.
8. Repeat one more time, so you have 4 bricks made from coarse regolith.
9. Repeat steps 2-7 twice with fine regolith.

10. Let your bricks dry outside.  (takes 24 hours)



The Experiment:  Testing the Bricks

1.  Find a place to drop bricks.  ( we went outside on one of the patios at school.)
2.  Do an initial weight of each brick before dropping them. (We did the Coarse Bricks first)
3. Pick a height  (Our’s was 5’ 9”)
4. Hold brick horizontally and release it from the height you picked.
5. Look at the dropped brick.  Did it break. Select the largest (heaviest) piece of brick and 

sweep all other pieces to the side.  If the brick didn’t break, the whole piece counts as the 
heaviest.

6. Measure the mass of the heaviest piece.  Write your measurement down as the mass of 
Brick 1 after drop 1.

7. Repeat steps 4-6  two more times, using the largest remaining piece to obtain the mass of 
Brick 1 after 2 drops and after three drops.

8. Test the next three coarse bricks.
9. Follow the same steps with the fine regolith bricks.



                                            Data:

Coarse Regolith Bricks:

Bricks Initial Mass Mass after 1 
drop

Mass after 2 
drops

Mass after 3 
drops

#1 49.4g 49.2g 49.1g 49g

#2 39.3g 33.5g 33.1g 31.4g

#3 47.7g 47.5g 47.5g 47.3g

#4 42.6g 42.1g 41.8g 41.7g

Average 44.6g 43.1g 42.9g 42.4g



                                  Data Table #2:
Fine Coarse Regolith

Bricks Initial Mass Mass after 1st 
drop

Mass after 2nd 
drop

Mass after 3rd 
drop

#1 52.1g 51.5g 51.3g 48.5g

#2 54.7g 54.5g 54.4g 54.4g

#3 72.4g 72.3g 72.2g 72.2g

#4 61.8g 60.0g 59.7g 43.2g

Average 60.3g 59.6g 59.4g 54.6g





                              Results           :
The students who thought that the fine coarse regolith 
would be the strongest bricks were correct.  They were 
also the heaviest.  The average mass after three drops 
of all four bricks was 58.5 grams.  The average mass 
after three drops of the bricks made with the coarse 
regolith was 43.3 grams.



                                       Conclusion:

     We think the idea to build a colony on Mars would be a good idea. The fine 
coarse simulant would be the best to build with.  It was solid and compact because 
there was less air getting in.  It felt more like concrete when it dried.  We are 
anxious to see how this idea develops.



                                    Observations:

1.  The fine coarse simulant mixed with the glue (polymer) easier than the coarse 
simulant.

2. When we held the bricks, the fine coarse bricks felt heavier than the coarse 
bricks.

3. More broke off of the fine coarse bricks, but the mass was still heavier than the 
coarse bricks.

         Fine Coarse                 Coarse 



                                     Variations:
● Combine the fine regolith with coarse regolith and 

make bricks to test for strength.
● Test how well these bricks can withstand cold spells 

by repeatedly cooling half of the bricks.  Using the 
freezer would be a good place to start. Compare the 
strength of the bricks that were not cooled with those 
that have been repeatedly cooled.



                              Resources:           

1.  
https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/projectideas/SpaceEx_p
033/space-exploation/building-with-mars-regolith#materials

2. Video: Would You Move to Mars? YouTube (Mari Foroutan)
3. Video: Everything You Need To Know About Living on Mars-YouTube 

(SciShow Space)
4. https://www.smithsonianmag.com (Life on Mars)

https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/projectideas/SpaceEx_p033/space-exploation/building-with-mars-regolith#materials
https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/projectideas/SpaceEx_p033/space-exploation/building-with-mars-regolith#materials

